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INTERROGATORIES
OF UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
TO UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS XIE
UPS/USPS-Tl-2.

Provide all input data files necessary to execute all the

computer programs submitted

in USPS-LR-I-49.

Each file should be in ASCII format.

Files should be provided for all quarters, not just the quarter referenced

in the source

code files.
UPS/USPS-Tl-3.

Provide all output data files and SAS log files generated

the computer programs submitted
be in ASCII format.

in USPS-LR-I-49,

for all quarters.

by

Each file should

For those data files already provided in a form other than ASCII,

provide them again in ASCII format.
UPS/USPS-Tl-4.

For the source code submitted in USPS-LR-I-49,

confirm that

all source code files can be applied to data for quarters other than those specified in the
submitted code, by redefining the file references.

If not confirmed,

provide all source

code files for all quarters.
UPS/USPS-Tl-5.
computer

Provide all input data files necessary

programs submitted

in USPS-LR-l-50.

to execute all the

Each file should be in ASCII format.

Files should be provided for all quarters, not just the quarter referenced

in the source

code files.
UPS/USPS-Tl-6.

Provide all output data files and SAS log files generated

the computer programs submitted
be in ASCII format.

in USPS-LR-l-50,

for all quarters.

by

Each file should

For those data files already provided in a form other than ASCII,

provide them again in ASCII format.
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UPS/USPS-Tl-7.

For the source code submitted in USPS-LR-I-50,

confirm that

all source code files can be applied to data for quarters other than those specified in the
submitted code, by redefining the file references.

If not confirmed,

provide all source

code files for all quarters.
UPS/USPS-Tl-8.

Provide all input data files necessary to execute all the

computer programs submitted in USPS-LR-I-51.

Each file should be in ASCII format.

Files should be provided for all quarters, not just the quarter referenced

in the source

code files.
UPS/USPS-Tl-9.

Provide all output data files and SAS log files generated

the computer programs submitted in USPS-LR-I-51,
be in ASCII format.

for all quarters.

by

Each file should

For those data files already provided in a form other than ASCII,

provide them again in ASCII format.
UPS/USPS-Tl-10.

For the source code submitted

in USPS-LR-I-51,

confirm that

all source code files can be applied to data for quarters other than those specified in the
submitted code, by redefining the file references.

If not confirmed,

provide all source

code files for all quarters.
UPS/USPS-Tl-11.

Provide all input data files necessary to execute all the

computer programs submitted

in USPS-LR-I-52. Each file should be in ASCII format.

Files should be provided for all quarters, not just the quarter referenced
code files.
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UPS/USPS-Tl-12.

Provide all output data files and SAS log files generated

the computer programs submitted in USPS-LR-I-52,
be in ASCII format.

for all quarters.

by

Each file should

For those data files already provided in a form other than ASCII,

provide them again in ASCII format.
UPS/USPS-Tl-13.

For the source code submitted in USPS-LR-I-52,

confirm that

all source code files can be applied to data for quarters other than those specified in the
submitted

code, by redefining the file references.

If not confirmed,

provide all source

code files for all quarters.
UPS/USPS-Tl-14.

Provide all input data files necessary to execute all the

computer programs submitted in USPS-LR-I-53.

Each file should be in ASCII format.

Files should be provided for all quarters, not just the quarter referenced

in the source

code files.
UPS/USPS-Tl-15.

Provide all output data files and SAS log files generated

the computer programs submitted
be in ASCII format.

in USPS-LR-I-53,

for all quarters.

by

Each file should

For those data files already provided in a form other than ASCII,

provide them again in ASCII format.
UPS/USPS-Tl-16.

For the source code submitted

in USPS-LR-I-53,

confirm that

all source code files can be applied to data for quarters other than those specified in the
submitted code, by redefining the file references.
code files for all quarters.
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If not confirmed,

provide all source

INTERROGATORIES
OF UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
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UPS/USPS-T1

-17. Refer to page 13 of your testimony,

where you describe the

structure of the route network for the Eagle and Western dedicated
Specifically,
dedicated
network.

you state that “Unlike commercial
fully to transporting

networks.

airline flights, network flights are

mail between the hub and one or more cities in the

The hub for the Eagle Network is Indianapolis,

Indiana; for the Western

Network, it is Oakland, California.”
(a)

How long have Indianapolis,

the hubs for the Eagle and Western networks,

Indiana, and Oakland, California, been
respectively?

Is it the case that Indianapolis,

lb)

Indiana, and Oakland, California,

have been the only hubs for the Eagle and Western networks,
period from 1996 through the present?

respectively,

during the

If not, identify any other hubs in operation

during this period and specify the time periods during which they were in operation.
(c)
and, separately,

List the destination

cities served at present by the Eagle network

by the Western network.

Is it the case that all destinations

only by aircraft traveling directly between hub and a single destination

are served

point?

If not,

identify any cities served by the Eagle network and/or the Western network that do not
have service connecting
is connected

them directly (k,

non-stop) to the hubs. Describe how each

to the network.
(4

Describe by network any changes in the destinations

each of these dedicated
list any destinations

networks during the period from 1996 to present.

served by
In particular,

that have been added or removed from each network in this period,
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or that have seen a substantive

change in the nature of their connection

with the hub.

Also, list the dates when such changes were made.
(e)

For each destination

served by these dedicated

for each network the number of flights per day to that destination

air networks, list

and the approximate

times of those flights. Have there been any changes in the number of flights per day to
any destination
present?

served by either of these networks during the period from 1996 to the

For every destination

served by either of the two networks,

the number of flights serving the destination

list all changes in

in this period and the dates on which those

changes were made.
(0

List the aircraft types that are used for the operation

network and, separately,

for the Western network.

type or types that serve that destination.

For each destination,

of the Eagle
list the aircraft

Identify by network any changes in either the

number of aircraft or in the types of aircraft used by these networks during the period
from 1996 to the present, and identify the time periods that different aircraft were in
operation.
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